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./HIT TO DO ABOUT DEGLER .
To begin with, I chuck array all the things I. had. previously planned, to say here. 
Ziff-Davis’s action makes the situation serious. Robinson remarks that if they 
wanted, to, they could, probably get other publishing houses to proscribe us so.
Some may need, little urging, just the precedent.. Arid much as we like to turn pur - 
backs on the pros, wo can't got along without a steady influx of new fans.

. . Robinson
thinks it would be a good idea for'all fanzines prominently to.display a statement 
that they are not connected with the Cosmic’Circle. I take it for granted that 
those who were talking about expelling Degler from the fan organizations he has 
joined, are going ahead. ,

14y own plan at present is to mimeograf a circular detailing fandom's repudi
ation of Degler, designed to be sent to persons who have likely received Cosmic 
Circle publications. Fanzine editors who may wish to distribute it with their 
publications will bo'given'a supply upon request. If I get it finished |n time, 
I’ll put one in this Mailing. •'

The rest of the material in this issue of Mopsy is to 
be considered as having been written before the Degler crisis came to a head.

OPINION Oil SLAN CENTER - > '
The idea of Sian Center■ (aside from economic advantages) is to strengthen fan cha
racteristics by concentration. This seom's to me too much like intellectual in
breeding when our stock-hag not become Sufficiently varied (and as author of that 
colossal work in fan Kultur, the Fancyciopodia, I’m not likely to underestimate 
its breddth). Intellectual inbreeding is likely to strengthen undesirable charac
teristics as well as the desirable ones.

■ ' ■ ‘ Let' s remember a few unpleasant things about
fans: One has died insane; two others are probably mentally unbalanced; numerous 
ones have been deferred from military service for. psychological unsuitability. 
Two or three sex criminals have 'turned up; in fandom** There have been numerous 
divorces among fans, or in their families. Those and other things, occurring in 
a pretty small .class of people, suggests that that .class is much more-likely than 
an average cross-section of the-population to develop psychological trouble,'

... Certainly 
if we-are To Increase Fan prestige, we should encourage fans to learn how to live 
in the outside world. To some extent, social experience with follow-fans may give 
Joe Introvert confidence with other people, but to dwdll with them day in and day 
out would soon get him to living almost entirely in the world of/ fandom, and quite 
unable-to interest anyone or be interested by anyone outside our little republic of 
letters. That is a direct contradiction of onq-of the ideals most tenaciously held 
by modern-man, the' ideal of the well-rounded-out individual. There is, moreover, 
the danger that fandom fiay be swept from under you, leaving you little boy lost in 
a world you haven’t learned to handle yourself in.

’ Far better, I think, is the idea' 
of a Foundation for fandom. The Foundation is an extension of the clubroom idea, 
as Sian Center is an oxtonsion'of the Science Fiction Houses. In the case of the 
clubroom, fans meet as fans, whenever they're in the mood for some fan activity, 
and they have the equipment there all convenient for them. Fan activity certainly 
can be -built up by sueh an institution.. In the latter case, you’re with other fans 
day-in and day out,, nitetimo too, at breakfast, on washday, in sickness., and at. 
times when you may get very tired of 'thorn (it's enlitening to ask how many of the• 
dwellers in the Ivory Tower are .still interested fans). The day-to-day activities 
*This does not .include the Los Angeles case, in which I was misinformed.



of human beings have little to do with the interests wo hold in common. There's,a 
big chance for frictions to develop (Altho I will add that there is no evidence of 
serious dissensions in any of the science-fiction houses we've had so far). There 
is also the possibility that scandal mite develop and give fandom a black eye - you 
can imagine what moron-caterers like the American Jcekly could make of a stink in 
Sian Center. In the clubroom-Foundation idea, on the othef hand, the possibility 
of an intolerable situation arising is very small.

I think Sian Center conflicts 
with the Foundation ideal in some ways: Angeling such as Chauvonot suggested, book 
collections to bo given to one or the other, and simply the dhief interest of fan
dom, Jidnor suggests that the two mite be combined. There are objections to this, 
ono being the possibility of jealousy developing toward the overprivilogod people 
in the fan-’capital, as bad foolinc existed toward New York for some time when that 
was the center of everything. ,

' I haven't considered here the financial problems which 
others discuss, nor the question of.getting sufficient permanent population from 
our rather small circle, nor the problem of non-fan wives and children who mite ob
ject. These arc all very considerable. However, if they are overcome, and Sian 
Center sot up, I'll follow the experiment with great interest and best wishes, -rb- 
gardloss of what I've just said.

FANS, TAKE OVER * ” - -
Now in the quiet of wartime, we have a .chance to do some post-war planning for the 
time when activity will probably take a grqat upsurge. Perhaps, by.discussing 
things thoroly, wo can arrive at agreement on some things whore herotoforo wo've 
muddled along, and take control of our activities instead of drifting.

Language is 
as usual a good instance, and that's what Pintend to.talk about now. Yerke, in 
his report on the Cosmic Circle, brings up something that many other fans have 
spoken of also at various times, but done nothing about:' The word "fan".

- • 1 First, tho,
let's consider tho field of fantasy fiction. Since 1935 at least, the literature 
that interests us has been called fantasy, and has been trivided into science
fiction, woii*d fibtion^ and pure fantasy. The term "fantasy'* for this field is 
unsatisfactory, because it usually calls to mind,- in the uninitiate, fanciful tales, 
Oz books, and anything but the rigorously possible talcs of science-fiction. Evon 
hardened stfans often say "fantasy" when.they mean "pure fantasy" — vide the clas
sifications in Yearbook; and maybe you can see back there whore I used correction 
fluid, having unconsciously written "fantasy" when'I’meant "pure fantasy". The 
term and classification "weird fiction" in unsatisfactory, because in general usage 
"weird", refers to the emotional effect of a story rathorn its type of plausibility. 
Jo have defined weird fiction as that which is based on beliefs now discredited by 
science, but once widely held. I'm not familiar enuf with Jeird Tales to know 
whether they include "scarey" stories that have no impossibility about them, but 
I know ><T prints some tales that should be classed pure “fantasy, not being based 
on any pre-existing sot of beliefs. And for that matter, why are not stories based 
on classical mythology of tho lighter sort, called weird? Simply because they 
aren't weird in the dictionary sense. Our class "weird fiction" scorns to mo to 
bo a branch of pure fantasy rather than a separate division of'its own. The word 
"science-fiction" is good whefo it applies, I think, but because of this artificial 
division of the field into throe 'parts, it has been applied to storios which simply 
take place in the future, with little or no extrapolation on present-day science. 
Conclusion: Jo need a new word or phrase' to designate tho field of fantasy fiction, 
and wo should abandon our efforts to trisect the field, while recognizing special 
easily distinguished divisions of tho field, such as pure fantasy, science-fiction, 
sociological fantasy, etc. I think the word "stf" (or "stef", as it should be 
spelled to remove doubts about its pronunciation) would be satisfactory for us, and



would imply the prcbmincnt place that the science-fictional division has for most 
of us. Whether wo could get the word generally adopted by the pros and critics in 
general is more doubtful, but is secondary. There are other possibilities whore 
the meanin.': is more apparent: Jawbreakers’like sciontifantasy and fantascicncc. 
They may have auxiliary value, anyway. , .

■ 7 ‘ How for that curse of fandom, "fan". Wo all
know, in an academic way, that it is derived 'from the word "fanatic", but 99$ of 
our encounters with the word are in its reference to science-fiction fandom, so 
the connotations we foel it has aro not bad.- But this isn’t true of tho general 
population, or even of the. pros to some extent. When they heat "fan", they think 
of basoball or movie fans, or (horrors.1) of Sally Rand. There isn’t an ounce of 
dignity to tho word in its general connotations. To sp oak of the honor of a fan 
is grotesque, to tho outer world.

"Ban"’may describe the people that write in to 
Palmer, but wo are not tho fanatic followers of science-fiction that the word indi- . 
catos; a few of us have completely stopped reading such stories, and tho remainder 
hold their nose at-a lot of the output. Yet science-fiction is so ’far tho only • 
definite thing that distin,guishes us from some'other people, it is*the channel 
thru which practically all people in fandom have come into it, and I think we’ll 
always remain interested in the literature in a varying degree;. ■

■ ' *' •••.._ There are several
possible alternative words. ..If wo decide to pick anotherit way bo as self- 
explanatory as "science-fiction fans"; more likely, sincq fandom itself is some
thing that you can't explain .to. an outsider in five minutes, we’ll pick a word 
that describes'us to ourselves well onuf, but whose signification isn't immediately 
a: parent to total outsiders, nevertheless, wo need a phrase to describe our hooby 
to people. "Devotees of science-fiction" and "amateur Journalism" are possibili
ties. As to substitutes for "fan", I’ll leQ-ve out "Cosmen" and "Slans" , and others 
that I'm very willing to hoar no ;moro of, and consider some of the candidates that 
look more likely: . « ■ „ „ , „

./alt Liebspher-has plugged "flan", a.blond of "fan" and "slan". 
This would have the advantage of leaving our language little chan.cd—wo could 
still speak of flanzinos and so on. A disadvantage is that tho "fl" combination 
(see p 15 current Sustaining program) sounds like the kind of thin,: we're trying 
to ret away from. ./ho could take a flan seriously?

"Scioncc-fictionist" and 
"sciontifictionist": Both of those aro rather long, awkward words, and the latter 
already has the moaning of a follower of fantasy, particularly one who is not a 
fan of fandom. They arc words whoso meaning is pretty clear, tho; a possibility 
for. use in speaking to non-fans. Anyway, I'd rather bo know as a scioncc-fictionist 
than a science-fiction fan. ... ■ .'

"Stoffist" or "stofnist". I think this is my own personal 
favorite,.but I’ll abide by tho decision of the generality. The advantages here 
aro: The initial "st" has a good sound (sec Sustro again); the word is short, and 
sounds like it should bo an English word, tho it conveys no.definite meaning.to the 
unfamiliar; and tho "ist" ending shows that we arc-followers of something or. other, 
and lends itself to standard declension: stofnistic,.stofnism, etc. The -fn- 
conbination may not sound good to you; personally I liko it better than -ff-.

A word 
that hasn't boon'given much attention is "fantast". weaknesses arc the spondaic 
pronunciation, which killed "scientifiction" when "science-fiction" was invented, 
and the. abovementioned objection to’"fantasy" for the whole.field. The meanin,-; of 
the word is reasonably clear, it is short, and it is dignified enuf.. It doesn t 
decline very well; I'd have trouble using "fantastdom",' and "fantastic" has another 
moaning entirely. ' ' - ■

Anyway,., let's havd lots of discussion4and now ideas on.this subject.



THE PERSISTED PROBLEMS OF-,A GENERAL. FAIT ORGANIZATION
The greatest thing that has laid in the dust one alphabetical organization after 
another is the lack, of Justification for its existence. Eans seen to have an un
thinking instinct that'says, "Organize? Sure!", but when the organization is 
formed, there is little that it should and can do, and often what there is cannot 
bo participated in by the general membership,-:

I-think that the ideas, drawn up by the 
OFF Plancon arc sufficiently largo and numerous,-.and appropriate, that a general 
fan organization need never again decline to become no more than its official 
organ. The problem of securing.general participation is more.difficult. The. 
PAPA has the perfect answer* 'ut it's not very applicable to.a gfo. Perhaps if 
we can get in the habit of thinking of a certain organization and fandom as being 
coextensive, doing any kind of fan activity may bo considered as. membership par
ticipation, especially if the organization has promulgated rules to guide these 
activities, and sot up bureau*? such as cooperative purchasing of supplies, to fa
cilitate thorn. • ■

Problem 2 is: Who shall be members? <<c all.agree that there is no 
sense in having a membership list like the SFL's. But if no one is a member unless 
he pays duos, there is little chance of such a situation. Aside from the dueg-.rg- 
quiroment, it is not easy to see why so many attempted general fan organizations-, 
have felt it desirable to set up membership requirements; I suspect that they have 
been acting without thinking, because.it■seemed the proper thing to do, There is, 
of course, the question of voting, i/c think that only active fans should be al
lowed to vote; but how many inactive fans qre going to come thru with dollar dues 
for a rather slim official organ, and exercise the right, to vote when they aren't;.- 
energetic enuf to bo considered "active"?

Mol Brown, I think it was,.put forward, an ' 
excellent suggestion: Suppose.wo Just say tthat everybody is a.fan who'll send.us 
a card every throe months telling.us what activity he's done in that period. If-, 
six months go by without our hearing from him, he's no longer a member.

But now
arises another problem: How much power shall bo given to the officers? How can 
wo ruard against Well-meant, vut harmful, use of that power? In the FAPA the .. 
problem is rather simple: .fo have a small group oflhighly active fans to watch 
and criticize, and if an officer gets out of line, too'far, they.can pass around a 
petition countermanding his actions and/or kicking him out. This isn t practicable, 
however, in a large organization which - contains many fans who soomrunablo to sign 
their names to a paper and mail it back. - ,

The solution seems to bo an in-between
body, a cabinet, council, board, or whatever you want'to call it.. They, should bo 
sufficient in number to insure against individual idiosyncrasies loading-, to abuse 
of power, and few enuf that a majority'can consult and act quickly. And they should 
have nearly absolute power over the organization.

* . ■ . . . There is tho-problem of-cumbersome
procedural rules written in to the.constitution, but the, answer to that is oeyious 
cut it out. Leave as much as possible to the discretion of. the officers and the 
council; if you have the relations, between.tfroso two groups properly worked .out*, ■ 
they can safely be trusted to decide what committees and auxiliary officials they 
need, if any, and work out their own machinery.

Another danger, which? has been over
emphasized, is that of a dictator or oligarchy gaining, control. If. the aniseas 
too great, tho organization may.dissolve and they'll have nothing tp dictate to. 
Lessor abuses can be contested., at the annual elections as long as there is freedom 
of information. A somewhat more serious thin-'" would be oppression by the magori y. 
If wo can get enuf power for the organization to enable it to coerce compliance 
with desirable directive that it issues, there is tho possibility that such-power



my bo abused. However, this has never been possible in the past. I .guess we c«n 
worry about it after wo have solved the more urgent problem of finding such moans 
of enforcement. , ' .

This leads naturally to the last point; The problem of rugged in- A 
dividualists who are undeniablyfans but refuse to join the organization or obey 
its rules. • Ge can make the. organization offer, such benefits that fans'.will, be 
strongly impelled to Join., but I doubt that wo can do anything about 'those who 
prefer tSorb 'nearly complete freedom to the practical advantages and Opportunities ■ 
for co-operation that the organization offers. They are a more serious mtter in 
the formative stage of the organization (bbyond which none so far has really gone), 
for.individuals or small groups may do many .of4 the things which we think are the. 
business of an organization, and do them nearly as well.' The job of the organiza
tion then is to show that it can do a.better joK 

’ * ' <' 
GOLLHEIM'S POCKETBOOK . " ; '•
Everybody else has expressed his opinion, so I’ll 'Unload mine:

.. . * , • The cover drawing
is very good, but suffers somewhat from the reduction in size. A simpler design 
night have more clearly put the idea across. The Introduction is terrible. I 
can't see any value in it either from the: standpoint of the fan or of the casual 
reader. Phil Stong at least had something to say; this one, so far as I can make. 
it out, just says that fantasy of some kind or-other is Very old, and repeats that 
silly slogan; "Ghat on Earth.'" . The- selection of stories is excellent. Eor once 
wo have an anthology of stf as the stfan sees it, rathern one that makes you mad 
all over-at the editor. There arc several .stories here I've heard about and haven't 
had the opportunity of reading. Incidentally, I -think it was smart to choose a 
Gells story like In the Abyss rathei* than one thart everybody has already read.. 
The great, weakness of the contents, I'd say, is the lack Of illustrations. They 
are very important in science-fiction because of the new things you're called on 
to visualize; Crooked House must have been impossible to' understand without the 
tesseracts depicted. *

ON EDITING
I don't think'I've'ever submitted a ms to Le Zombie, other than that Bristoletter, 
because I don't do much writing for others' fanzines, and ain't a humorist anyway. 
But I desire to take belated issue with some of the implications of Tucker's article 
in Jinx. -

Tastos differ. Maybe Cuthbert, after working over a humorous piece thoroly,• 
has loft something in there that Tucker considers clangorous. Tucker cuts it, and 
the readers write in saying the piece was flat and insipid.' '. Cuthbert gets the 
blame, tho hi© judgment may have beon better than Tucker's, who got the final 
say. If an editor made changes in something I sent in after I’d worked pretty 
hard on it (and it has happened to me,, as in the old Science Eiction News), I'd 
consider it a presumption on his part.

.... Not that I deny that having someone else, 
work over'youi- composition will usually improve it. I'd probably have that done 
if I were selling the^piece. But the only pay I get.for something published in 
somebody else's fanzine, is the satisfaction of seeing my story or article published, 
and the praise, If any, from the. .readers. Ghat does the praise mean if half the 
credit'goes to the editor? Moreover, when I'm reading something written by another 
fan, I want to know who’s written it, whom to praise or blame. Some of my objec
tion mite be removed if' Tucker would add, "Substantially edited by the e.ditor" ' ■ 
(where only slite editing is needed, I’d rather he'd leave it as it is), but such 
joint authorship isn't very satisfactory: I remember how uncertain I was as to who 
was responsible for what in that Gilbert-Sehnert collaboration in Astounding, this 
detracting from my enjoyment of the story.

At the least, the author's consent should 
bo obtained for editorial alterations.



ANOTHER MECHANIST ..NAKENS
Harry Stubbs, in his last article, criticizes scientifictional ideas of telepathy 
pretty thoroly; bettor than had over boon done before, with the possible exception 
r°rfrvG Pust lookc<i it up, and the story is by Stubbs; Impediment. 
Hats off to Harry, then, and lot’s ^ct on with tho discussion.

. , ... ' . . The fatal flaw ho
seems to find with the mechanistic idea of thought, that he has been using, is that 
it doesn't explain telepathy as Dr Rhine has worked it put. Dr Rhine is very trou
blesome, it's true, so it may be some comfort to hear the psych prof at GrfU, a very 
open-minded woman, say that interest in Rhine's experiments has fallen off lately, 
because of the serious doubt that they.prove anything. Apparently the situation 
with the experts is such that the layman is under ‘no compulsion to accept telepathy 
or to reject it.

Another flaw mechanism, which he calls fatal, is that'it cannot 
explain .the ego. Later on he says that under mechanism, it would seem impossible 
for the orain to understand completely its own functioning. But does it? Aren't 
there countless "fringes" to your main stream of thought at all times, any. one of 
which you may concentrate on, but necessarily lose hold of the others? The more 
common objection along this line is that our experience of consciousness^ is so 
utterly different from the mechanistic picture of electrochemical discharges be
tween neurones. My answer to this is simply that it's in the point of view (once 

}r°tester has dome to a realization of'how complex the actual process is. that 
e behaviorist describes.in simplified terms): One view is objective, the other 

su.jective, but they're views of the same thing, and the ebjectivi mechanistic view 
sees the whole thing. Just as - just as a Morse code transcription of.a hily emo
tional passage in a story would have everything there that's in the original, tho 
the string of dots and dashes doesn't look very exciting.
_ . . S That renegade mechanist,
Boo Heinlein, says uIt is simply nonsense to speak of the conception of a symphony 
as being an electrochemical reaction among the brain cells.u It seems to me that 
he has here been overawed by the general look of the situation, and cast aside, 
without rationally criticizing.it, the behavioristic explanation. It is possible 
that expert examination of the neurones and what we know about their action, would 
show this to be incapable of explaining complex thought processes. If such an 
examination has been made, however,- it is strange that it has never been cited. 
</hother this is true or not, the insolubility of the mind-body problem, and other 
evidence, gives us every reason to believe that the action of the brain is entirely 

n accordance with physical laws, whether or not there yet remain some principles 
undiscovered. - . ’. *

W MANY DIMENSIONS HAS TIME?
The professor was telling us the conclusions that a certain? Hellene or school of 
Hellenes had reached about the nature of reality. rfith regard to time, he made 
the statement that it is one-dimensional, ..." I challenged it, but didn't 
wish to.prolong the discussion and take up class time. Later I tried to get across 
the idea of two-d.imensional time to him, but with no background of scientifictional 
concepts, he was astonishingly obtuse. «/e fans of- course know what is mnant by 
the second dimension of time: Shibjunctiveness*.

_• -/ In- the dark days before Poe, Verne,
and. ./ells, it was natural to consider time as belhg one-dimensional. The question 
of whether the. future was preordained depended oh belief or non-belief in' &od 
and/or free will. This free will, in which the philosophy professor believes, was 
one possibility that I referred to in an explanation I wrote up for him. tie fans, 
however, can forget about that factor, knowing its illusoriness.

There are still one 
or two ideas which, if true, open the way to an unpredetermined future, and two- 
dimensional time. If time travel is possible (i e, physical action extending from

criticizing.it


the present into the past, or foreknowledge of the fated future), then thdro must 
ne the possibility of branches of time. In Daniels’ pioneering term.onautical tale, 
now ranchos came into existence only as a result of the operation of the time 
machine, which seems to me to be giving a lot of'power to a little machine. It 
is hily probable that time-f—~ -
must be at least potentially two-dimensional: all 
time, f 
the grandfather-argument type of objection is.

travel is impossible, but if it is possible, then time 
on one-dimensional 
how inescapable

_ ----------------- ” o-j-j- the tales based
irom The Time Machine to By His Bootstraps, have only shown

The other, and more likely, possibility 
is indeterminism My first acquaintance with this was Schachnor’s Orb of Probability 
since then it's often been referred to, even in a story in Unknown which spoke of 
.?oing able to exgrt special influences in the area.of indoterminancy. Swisher is 
of the opinion that the indeterminancy here is only^tho incompleteness of our ob
servation, that actually the course.of events is strictly determined by imperfectly 
ascertained mechanical influences and laws. Maybe so; an article I read a while 
'ack in a philosophical Journal indicated that the question is still, open. If the 
future is not determined by the present, then many different futures are possible 
however small the scope of indeterminancy may be, for -even very, elite differences^ 
m things so small y-t vital as our brain colls, will grow into-greater, differences 
later on. (You may remember that in Brands of Time, the time-traveler stopped 
himself from killing the mother of mammals, tossed the gun into the swamp, and re
turned to his original world-line; but it couldn't have been the same world he left, 
with that revolver thrown into a primeval swamp in its time-line.) This pure channo 
would operate -also on inanimate objects^ such as a delicately balanced boulder or 
in deciding thq exact time at which a charge of lightning will strike. Now it may 
ic that the outcome is decided by pure chance, and-once decided, that's that, and 
tho other possible futures cease to exists It seems Just as likely that there 
would io no such decision, and £hat other hypothetical worlds exist Just as truly 
as our own does. This is the idea, apparently, that underlay Sidewise in Time.

third pioneer work in two-dimensional time, The Worlds of If, need not concern us 
ere. The implication there was that the worlds of if had a standing inferior to 

our own actual world; that they had ceased to exist. ;
...... t „ Let's look at-a few more things
tnat mite bo true of our hypothetical two-dimensional -time. Note that the possible 
outcomes of a given situation arc infinite in number, having infinitesinal differ
ences between them; they constitute a dense series, as defined by a philosopher in 
the current Quoteworthy Quotes. This gives us something that would be diagrammed 
as a fan-shaped plane. But are the possibilities always fanning out? A story by 
Jack Jilliamgon a couple of years ago suggested that two different time-lines mite 
converge and produce an identical prbgent. This certainly looks- to be possible, 
m this system. It would seem to be much less frequent in occurence (frequency in 
a dense series being defined, I suppose, by the possible angle of divergence vs 
convergence), considering what infinitely small details could constitute a. differ
ence, but this may be a defect in our point of view. - At any rate, once given this 
two-way divergence and convergence for a time-line in the time-plane, the question 
arises: Could a world-line run across the plane, perpendicular to our world's 
time-lino? Could a history exist in which the continuous unrolling of events is 
actually a chart of the different possible futures for our time-line? It strains 
the imagination. Remember in The Gostak and the Doshes that the principal charac
ter in going from his world to the Gostak-Doshes world was rotated so that the 
time dimension (he considering time as a fourth dimension.’of space) took tho place 
of one of tho familiar spacial dimensions, and what had been that dimension be
came time. It mite bo all in tho way of looking at it.
.. ’ A post-script to this sec
tion: There is a dense series of, possible futures radiating from any one factor
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